
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, 
in December 2011 the Arab Games 
made its way to a Gulf state. More 

was held at the Khalifa International 

the 2011 Asian Cup Final and 2011 
Asian Cup amongst its portfolio of 

With such prestigious international 
competitions always come opening 

nothing less than spectacular. Used 
to the familiar sight of a combination 

of the modern audience is now a high 

tight operation always falls to highly 

than capable of the job at hand.

pull the ceremony together. It came 

company immediately approached 
Auditoria’s principal consultant Scott 

for the 2006 Asian Games – to design 

Norwest Productions which also 

the audio.

based around the one that I put 

time frame’. ‘The design was done 

Normally I’d spend a month putting 

it made it a lot faster.’

Synchronisation

‘But from a synchronisation point of 

they all had latencies that had to be 
allowed for within that.’

The audio was principally made up of 

a total of 112 Kudo line source 

and eight type B arrays were used to 

the audience areas. 
‘The Kudos allowed me to increase 

row – so it was good in that we could 
actually choose to narrow or increase 

Four delay arrays were used for the 

node locations scattered around the 

the west roof gantry. 

was also implemented for the west 

were perfect for this application 

RCF was represented in the form 

The signal distribution system 
design was based on a concept Mr 

signal distribution system was also 
implemented from inputs right through 

were completely independent. ‘This 

on both the digital and analogue 

full redundancy required.

transmitters from Sennheiser were 
utilised for the cast. Completing the 

systems from XTA.
‘The important thing from our point 

ensuring the integration with the other 

concludes. ‘The ceremony was 

with a triumphant smile.
It seems that the tightest of 

of a tried and tested formula and 
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Tried and tested
Designing the audio setup for the Arab Games in a short space of time 

Alice Gustafson

One of the four delay hangs in use

Scott Willsallen (left), with 
FOH Engineer, Ian Shapcott 

Celebrating Arabic culture during 
the opening ceremony

DiGiCo SD consoles were in use at FOH

Justin Arthur (senior systems 
engineer) and Trevor Beck (replay 
systems operator)-standing


